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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 
  
Hey Gang, 
  
We want to say a special thank you to the Founding Members            
who've put enough trust in this project to be the first to join. We              
appreciate your passion for freedom and your patience while we          
fine-tune our process. 
  
Last month (March) I wrote The 5 Most Promising Blockchain          
Assets Besides Bitcoin. Each of them has risen significantly in          
value since the release of that article. My top pick, DASH, was            
$16 at that time. It spiked to $120 before settling to $65 as I write               
this. With Bitcoin facing scaling challenges, it's a good time to           
diversify into other cryptocurrencies. 
  
The previous issue also contained comprehensive reports on the         
opportunities that will spawn from autonomous vehicles; a how-to         
guide to get started with 3D printing; and an inspirational piece           
celebrating being an entrepreneur with today's incredible tools by         
Vin Armani. 
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We're working hard to deliver value to you every month. This           
issue is loaded! 
  
First, you'll learn why the co-living trend is growing, with          
remarkable examples, and how to take advantage of it. Next is a 
tale about discovering grey market opportunities from government        
overreach. Then, community self-sufficiency expert, Brian      
Berletic, features the Urban Farmer to teach you to grow healthy           
food in your backyard. Finally, you'll get an in-depth guide to           
buying silver online with a comparison of top precious metals          
retailers. And don't forget the monthly Bitcoin and silver updates. 
  
Thanks again for your participation. Share this with your friends,          
but only if they are ready to take action to improve their lives. 
  
Best wishes, 
  
Jeff Paul 
contact@countermarkets.com 
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 
  
Co-Living Trend Fueled By Changing Economic 
Conditions 
 

 
Membership based co-living space PodShare in Los Angeles 

  

By Jeff Paul 
  
Finding affordable, safe, comfortable housing can be a challenge         
particularly during a time of rising housing costs, mass         
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underemployment, and high student debt. These factors       
combined with the simultaneous ascent of the freelance and         
sharing economies are fueling a growing trend of co-living. 
  
For some it is out of financial necessity; for others it is a strategic              
lifestyle choice. In either case, more people across the globe find           
themselves in co-living situations. This trend is creating        
opportunities for those who want “access” to amenity-rich housing         
without the hassle and cost of ownership, and for real estate           
entrepreneurs who can deliver on that promise. 
  
I'm a digital nomad (location-independent Internet entrepreneur)       
and real estate investor who spent several years traveling around          
the world with my family before recently returning to mainland          
USA. When living out of backpacks, we had one simple bill for            
lodging that included everything from comfortable furnishings,       
clean linens, electricity, water and sewer, TV service, Internet,         
basic toiletries, garbage removal and housekeeping, to       
sometimes even breakfast. You may not be surprised to find out           
that it was less stressful and cheaper to live in a hotel or Airbnb              
rental in Central America or Southeast Asia than owning or          
leasing a home in suburban America.  
  
Having separate bills for all those services every month is costly           
in time and money. In my experience, it was much simpler to pay             
a flat rate for all-inclusive lodging than worry about maintaining all           
those accounts. Access over ownership is a growing trend unto          
itself, and is at the foundation of the co-living trend. 
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Access is Displacing Ownership 
  
The value of owning something is that you have immediate          
access to using or enjoying that thing. But there is a cost to             
ownership. Just ask anyone who owns a boat or has a           
self-storage unit full of mediocre furniture and other easily         
replaceable junk. Today, technology has allowed instant access        
to many big and small things that used to require ownership. 
  
Why buy a car when you have cheap, easy, quick access to a             
personal chauffeur at Uber or Lyft? Why buy a summer home on            
the lake when you can jump on Airbnb and book the perfect cabin             
for 1-2 months with none of the headaches of owning a second            
property? Same for boats, RVs, tractors, etc. 
  
But those are the big things. Don't forget those huge          
entertainment centers that filled your living room with a box TV           
and a stereo with cluttered DVD or CD collections. Now the TV            
fits in your hand and services like iTunes, Netflix and Amazon           
Prime give you instant streaming access to practically all music,          
TV shows and movies. 
  
These developments of subscription-based access and the       
Uberfication of idle resources will change how homes are         
designed and how people will live together. Effects from 
technology changes aside, economic conditions are also       
changing how we live together. 
  
Economic Conditions Driving Co-Living Trend 
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The key economic factors that appear to be driving the co-living           
trend are inflated housing costs, underemployment, and high        
student debt combined with the simultaneous rise of the freelance          
and sharing economies. 
  
While living and traveling in developing nations I also noticed that           
it was common to see three generations living in a single           
household. Grandma takes care of the grandchildren and keeps         
the home so the productive generation can go to work.          
Incidentally, economic necessity in these cultures creates a        
strong family bond. This is how America used to be when it was             
“developing” and how it still is for many immigrant families. 
  
Given the rocky road that the current U.S. economy is on, this            
deliberate co-living model may provide more abundance and less         
debt than what has been sold as the traditional American Dream.           
Yet not everyone has family to shack up with, so they're seeking            
the unique options you'll see below. 
  
First, here's a bit more background on the key economic factors           
that are driving this co-living trend. 
  
Rising Rents 
As the cost of housing continues to inflate in America,          
under-employed Millennials with crippling student debt cannot       
qualify for mortgages and often find themselves forced to live with           
family or several roommates. 
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According to a recent report, rents have risen by about 22% in            
Southern California: 
  

House rents averaged $3,114 a month in Orange County         
during the fourth quarter of 2016, according to Irvine-based         
HomeUnion, a firm that helps investors buy and rent out          
houses in about a dozen markets across the nation. 

  
That’s up 22 percent, or $561 a month, over the past four            
years, vs. a 13 percent increase for apartment rents during          
the same period, figures from Reis Inc. show. 

  
Los Angeles County’s average rent of $2,548 a month         
last quarter was up 22.1 percent over the past four years,           
compared with a 21.7 percent gain in apartment rents over          
the same period. In the Inland Empire, house rents         
increased 23 percent to $1,729 a month, vs. a 17 percent           
increase for apartments in the same four-year period. 

  
The median household income in LA County is around $56,000,          
before taxes, or about $4000 take-home pay per month. The          
average rent of $2,548 from above is around 64% of wages.           
And Southern California is a microcosm of what is happening in           
many other cities in America and around the world. 
  
In Silicon Valley, high-paid tech workers are turning to communal          
living to cope with high rents. According to a recent Reuters story: 
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Zander Dejah, 25, pays $1,900 a month rent to live in a            
downtown San Francisco house with at least 40 other         
people, many of whom sleep in bunk beds. 

  
Dejah is a resident of The Negev, a communal living space           
that styles itself as a home for millennial tech workers to           
brainstorm ideas, write code and create apps, even if they          
have to share toilets and bathrooms with dozens of others. 

  
More on this community in the next section; Interesting Co-Living          
Projects. 
  
Underemployment 
  
As indicated above, wages in LA County are not rising nearly fast            
enough to keep up with the inflation of housing costs. And those            
are the fortunate people with jobs. Underemployment is a growing          
problem for Millennials as well as people working in particular          
industries that are susceptible to the approaching tidal wave of          
automation. 
  
According to a 2016 survey reported by Forbes, a whopping 51%           
of Millennials reported being “underemployed,” up sharply from        
41% in 2013. Another media survey showed that 64% of          
Millennials would rather make $40,000 a year doing something         
they love instead of making $100,000 per year at a job they think             
is boring. 
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All of this is encouraging Millennials into more simple lifestyles          
and flexible work in the gig economy. But they're not alone in this             
struggle. 
  
Labor force participation rates have been on a steady decline for           
the last two decades. See the 20-year chart from the Bureau of            
Labor Statistics: 
  

 
Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate – Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 
Part of me wants to believe that fewer people in the workforce is a              
good thing. Perhaps it's a lifestyle choice for some, like a           
stay-at-home parent, but most of the 37% of capable adults who           
are not traditionally employed are likely suffering financial        
difficulties. 
 
High Student Debt 
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Millennials are the generation that is supposed to be buying          
starter homes right now, but they're unable to due to high student            
debt. Combined with limited employment options, this debt is         
paralyzing. And, increasingly, they're defaulting on this debt. 
  
In 2016, a record 1.1 million students defaulted on their student           
loans, making 10% of total people with student loans in default. 
  
According to the US Department of Education as reported by          
CNBC, 
  

42.4 million Americans owed $1.3 trillion in federal student         
loans. More than 4.2 million borrowers were in default as of           
the end of 2016, up from 3.6 million in 2015. In all, 1.1 million              
more borrowers went into or re-entered default last year. 

  
To make matters worse, when they default they reduce their          
chances of getting a job or qualifying for other financing, says           
Rohit Chopra, a senior fellow at the Consumer Federation of          
America and a former student loan ombudsman at the Consumer          
Financial Protection Bureau. 
  

People who have defaulted on their student loans "are going          
to have a tougher time passing an employment verification         
check, saving for retirement or ever buying a home," Chopra          
said. Borrowers in default can also have their wages         
garnished and their tax funds seized. 
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No doubt the threat of getting their wages garnished is also           
contributing to the rise of freelance and other under-the-table         
work. 
  
Freelance Economy Meets the Sharing Economy 
  
Counter Markets continues to highlight opportunities for       
independent contractors in the peer-to-peer economy because it        
represents such an epic shift in how the economy is organized.           
And it also empowers individuals who are ready to take their           
destiny into their own hands. 
  
Today, if there's a way for you to provide value to others, there's             
probably an app to connect you directly to customers. For          
instance, you can move to a new city without a traditional job and             
immediately make money driving for Uber, or dog walking,         
tutoring, babysitting, or fixing things for people who find you on           
Task Rabbit...and much more. 
  
Having location independence is incredibly liberating. However, it        
can mean living far away from family. Making new friends and           
finding comfortable co-living situations in new locations is difficult.         
That's the problem being solved by the projects in the next           
section. 
  
Interesting Co-Living Projects 
  
The co-living trend is manifesting in many different ways. More          
adults are living at home with their parents. Some have gotten rid            
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of their useless crap and have joined the tiny house movement or            
RV communities as a simpler alternative to the American         
Nightmare of working 60-hour weeks to pay off debt. Others are           
renting fully furnished rooms with common gathering spaces by         
the month, week and even by the day offered by clever startups. 
  
All seem to be inspired by a higher quality of life with fewer             
belongings and fewer responsibilities. They're choosing freedom       
over debt slavery and experiences over things. A few         
entrepreneurs are attempting to serve people who are swept up in           
this trend. 
  
Check out the three remarkable co-living projects: 
  
The Negev 
 
The Negev, whose tagline is “Live with Friends,” is a communal           
living space for Millennial tech workers. The Negev has multiple          
locations in three cities; San Francisco, Oakland and Austin.         
Though they claim to provide “personality based housing”, they         
seem to have a tech startup incubator culture where residents          
brainstorm business ideas, write code and create apps. 
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Top is Negev's 6th St location & below is Folsom house in San Francisco 
 
They're all basically large homes with comfortable furnishings and         
some nice. Sort of like the co-living incubator in the HBO show            
Silicon Valley. 
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Prices at The Negev’s three locations in San Francisco range          
from $1000-$1600 for a private bed, utilities, and shared         
communal spaces.  
  
The Collective 
 
The Collective in co-living and co-working space with its first          
location called Old Oak in West London, England. The facility can           
host over 200 young business professionals. Average age        
appears to be around 28, says the founder. The campus has           
plenty of amenities and things for them to do. 
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The shared recreation space at The Collective includes kitchens,         
lounges, theater, restaurant & bar, library, gym, laundry, game         
room, rooftop terrace and more. 
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Private space includes a bedroom, kitchenette and en suite         
bathroom. “Regular cleaning and linen changes are offered as         
standard in every room. There is even a dedicated concierge          
service on hand 24/7 to help with anything you might need,” says            
their website. 
 

 
 
All of the larger units in The Collective Old Oak location are            
already SOLD OUT for nine months in advance. Some smaller          
private rooms are still available and renting for £230 to £280 per            
week ($288 to $350). 
 
PodShare 
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PodShare is a membership based co-living space with dormitory         
style pods. Located in Los Angeles, PodShare has communal         
kitchen, bathroom, and spaces. Its theme, or culture, appears to          
be young singles and travelers living out of backpacks, much like           
a hostel. Average age seems to be 22. 
  
Each pod has a fully made bed, TV, lamp, outlets, and a shelf.             
Guests get their own locker, food cabinet and fridge space, as           
well as access to community food. 
 
In this excellent video by Fair Companies, the founder boasts that           
PodShare's pilot location had a 94% occupancy rate which         
encouraged them to expand to more locations. They're currently         
seeking collaborators and investors. 
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The computer system for PodShare's membership model has a         
reputation system that encourages good behavior.  
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Prices range from $40/night for single to $60/night for a double           
bed with discounts for extended stays. Free clean towels and          
toiletries are provided. 
  
Co-Living Opportunities 
  
If you're interested in reducing your living costs and are          
considering co-living, look to close family or friends first. That's          
where you'll find the most sustainable fit.  
 
If that's not possible, look to your interests. Successful co-living          
spaces will likely be the ones with a strong culture or theme – a              
place where tenants share common ideas and activities.        
Examples of culture to build a co-living spaces around could be           
organic farming or self-sufficiency, business, health, hobbies,       
music, art, philosophy, etc. 
  
If you seek larger profit potential, location is key for any real            
estate endeavor. Cities with skyrocketing rent prices will obviously         
provide the largest opportunity for entrepreneurs seeking to tap         
this model. You may want to look at buying hotels and converting            
them to this model. Hotels have been on the decline since Airbnb            
exploded on the scene, which means you may have the chance to            
buy them much cheaper than previously. 
  
Finally, these communities don't have to be for-profit. Our agorist          
friend and soon-to-be contributor to Counter Markets, Derrick        
Broze, lives with several housemates in a home dedicated to          
growing food and helping their community. They share the         
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workload and expenses to ease the burden and create more free           
time to enjoy. 
 
There is no set model for co-living to be successful. If your ideal             
situation doesn’t exist yet, take advantage of this trend, and go           
out and create it. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
  
Shades Of Grey Markets: How Government 
Overregulation Creates Counter-Economic 
Opportunities 
 

 
By Vin Armani 
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The basic law of Counter-Economics is to trade risk for 
profit. Having done so, one naturally (acting to remove felt 
unease) attempts to reduce the risks. If you reduce your 
risks while others  continue to face the higher risks, you 
naturally out-compete and survive longer. And you profit. 

  
 Samuel Edward Konkin III, An Agorist Primer. 
  
In 2008, I took a software development gig at a startup in Santa             
Monica, CA called LP33 (lp33.tv). The company had originally         
been named MyAWOL (My Artists WithOut Labels). The “My”         
prefix was a not-so-subtle nod to MySpace, the giant (at that time)            
of the social media industry. Facebook had opened to the public           
in 2006, but was still an outlier in the space. Venture capitalists            
around the world, at that time, were dumping money on startups           
promising to create “The MySpace of X.” MyAWOL had been          
founded by music industry veterans and sought to become the          
premier social network for independent musicians - “The        
MySpace of Indie Artists.” 
  
For the past several years, the most exciting label for a startup is             
“The Uber of X.” Unlike MySpace, Uber is seeing its market share            
continue to grow and is expanding into other areas. UberEats, for           
instance, is Uber’s own entry into the already established (and          
crowded) “Uber of Food Delivery.” 
  
The ubiquity of smartphones and mobile broadband connections        
has given birth to such startups as “The Uber Of Stylists”           
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(TheGlamApp.com), “The Uber of Dog Walking” (Swifto.com),       
“The Uber Of Car Rental” (Turo.com), and even “The Uber Of Car            
Rental For Uber Drivers Who Need To Rent A Car To Use To             
Drive For Uber” (HyreCar.com). It is remarkable how quickly the          
outlaw antics of Uber are swept aside when such antics generate           
profits. 
  
It was (over-) regulation on the part of government that,          
ostensibly, led to Uber’s creation. It was overreaction on the part           
of regulatory agencies that clearly led to the creation of “The Uber            
Mystique.” Uber has achieved victory in the vast majority of          
battles it has fought with governments determined to keep the          
service out of certain jurisdictions. In the cases where Uber has           
retreated, new “Grey Market” opportunities have arisen in the         
space left by Uber’s absence. Uber’s brief history serves as a           
case study which proves that Agorist theories - put forward by           
Samuel Konkin in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s - give a powerful             
framework for a peaceful supplanting of government coercion by         
non-violent, market means. 
  
Although Uber was created in San Francisco, its first significant          
battle was fought in New York City, the Mecca of the taxicab            
industry in the United States. Overregulation created the space         
for driver demand. Overreaction on the part of Las Vegas          
authorities, in their dealings with Uber, created a public relations          
scenario that allowed Uber to finally gain a foothold in my           
lucrative hometown. 
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In Austin, TX, overreaction by government eventually ended with         
Uber (and competitor, Lyft) deciding to pull up stakes and remove           
themselves from the municipality. The market demand created by         
the ensuing vacuum incubated what may turn out to be the           
Facebook to Uber’s Myspace. The tale of these three cities is a            
harbinger of the new economic paradigm that lies just on the           
horizon. Those who understand the paradigm will have great         
economic opportunity in the coming years. 
  

The Counter-Economy is vast. Our brief study of economics         
tells us that this should be no surprise. The more controls           
and taxation a State imposes on its people, the more they           
will evade and defy them. Since the United States is one of            
the less (officially) controlled countries, and the Counter-        
Economy here is fairly large, the global Counter-Economy        
should be expected to be even larger — and it is. 

  
Samuel Edward Konkin III, An Agorist Primer 

  
Uber launched in New York City in May of 2011, a year after the              
app first went live (in San Francisco). Uber arrived on the scene in             
the middle of the latest battle in a taxicab civil war that had             
already been raging for a century. Their arrival tipped the scales           
in favor of the Counter-Economy. 
  
The metered cab industry first began in New York City in 1907.            
Immediately, grey market “illegal” cabs began plying their trade on          
the streets. The grey market grew alongside the white market. In           
Los Angeles, these illegal cabs were known as “jitneys” (a slang           
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term for a nickel, which was their fare in the early days). By the              
1930s, the grey market cabs of New York had acquired the           
moniker “wildcat taxis.” The wildcats were known for providing         
drastically reduced fares, and the licensed drivers complained        
that they were losing business to these illegal competitors. This          
claim was demonstrably unfounded, however, because by the        
1960s licensed drivers (medallion holders) had a lucrative enough         
business that they began restricting their activities to the hub of           
Manhattan - refusing rides to certain “types” of people and to           
certain destinations. The wildcats (now known as “gypsy” cabs - a           
name still used today) became the primary operators in the outer           
boroughs - mainly Brooklyn and Queens. 
 
In 1967, as a reaction to lobbying by medallion holders, the city            
ordered that medallion cabs paint their taxis yellow (gypsy cabs          
must paint their cars some other color) so that riders could           
immediately distinguish between the two. The reaction was swift.         
Gypsy drivers turned over or burned no less than 14 licensed           
taxis in Brooklyn. The mayor, John Lindsay, offered full police          
protection to medallion holders but simultaneously voiced his        
opposition to the law that gave birth to New York’s famous Yellow            
Cab. 
  
In 1971, the city created the Taxi and Limousine Commission          
(TLC). In a moment of foreshadowing that would echo through the           
decades, the new TLC Chairman, Michael Lazar, suggested that         
the gypsies could become legal by simply no longer taking “street           
hails” and only picking up fares who had called ahead and           
scheduled rides. The gypsies in The Bronx organized protests of          
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the initiative. The protests turned violent when firefighters,        
responding to a blaze set by the protesters, were attacked with           
bottles and bricks. The initiative eventually went through - creating          
the livery, or Black Car, industry - but the gypsies never fully left             
the streets. 
  
In 2011, New York was in the middle of the implementation of the             
Green Cab system. A green cab is a cab licensed only to operate             
in the outer boroughs where the yellow cabs do not. In other            
words, the green cabs (or “borough cabs”) were the city’s attempt           
to “license the unlicensed.” Yet another battle between the state          
and the grey market was in full swing. The TLC began doing            
undercover enforcement in the boroughs, pulling over and citing         
gypsy drivers. The gypsies, in turn, began forming “crews” to hold           
onto turf and as protection against the TLC. Puncturing the tires of            
TLC vehicles and chasing off green cabs became necessary crew          
activities. Enter Uber. 
  
In 1987, Michael Lazar, the former TLC chairman who established          
the livery laws, was indicted on federal racketeering charges,         
fined $200,000, and sentenced to 3 years in prison. Lazar’s          
weapon in New York’s taxi wars, regardless of its impact in 1971,            
has turned out to be the “sword pulled from the stone,” that has             
enabled Uber to triumph. Uber’s model – pre-arranged rides –          
falls squarely within the boundaries of the livery system. Lazar’s          
weak attempt at stifling the gypsies gave Uber the foothold it           
needed. 
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The 2011 green cab program, one of Michael Bloomberg’s final          
acts as mayor, pushed the gypsy drivers - now in fear of losing             
their livelihood – right into Uber’s arms. The city tried for 5 years,             
unsuccessfully to oust Uber. Uber stuck to its guns and “hacked”           
the livery system. Now there are millions of weekly Uber rides in            
New York City (not to mention deliveries from UberEats and          
UberRush). Uber’s fleet is more than 3 times the size of the entire             
licensed taxi fleet. Uber drivers, many of them former gypsy          
drivers, are averaging between $30,000 and $60,000 per month. 
  
Had the city simply left the outer boroughs alone, the story might            
have been different. A yellow cab medallion, in 2011, could only           
be purchased at auction (the city didn’t issue new medallions).          
Medallions were going, at auction in 2011, for a million dollars a            
piece. Had the gypsies been allowed to keep their turf          
unmolested, Uber would have had to fight battles on 2 fronts -            
against the yellow cabs and the TLC in Manhattan and against           
the gypsies in the outer boroughs. As it happened, however, the           
city’s overregulation united the grey market and shifted the         
balance of power in a Hundred-Year War. 
  

Everyone is a resister to the extent that he survives in a            
society where laws control everything and give contradictory        
orders. All (non-coercive) human action committed in       
defiance of the State constitutes the Counter-Economy. (For        
ease of analysis, we exclude murder and theft, which are          
done with the disapproval of the State. Since taxation and          
war encompass nearly all cases of theft and murder, the few           
independent acts really should be classified as other forms         
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of statism.) Since anything the State does not licence or          
approve of is forbidden or prohibited, there are no third          
possibilities. 

  
Samuel Edward Konkin III, An Agorist Primer 

  
In October of 2014, two representatives from Uber had a meeting           
with Bruce Breslow, the Director of Nevada’s Department of         
Business and Industry. Up until that time, Uber had stayed out of            
Las Vegas, a market dominated by a cartel of politically powerful           
taxicab companies that some call the last vestiges of “Old Las           
Vegas” (aka The Mob). The taxicab lobby effectively neutered the          
Las Vegas Monorail (the largest, privately owned, public        
transportation system in the US) by preventing expansion to         
McCarran Airport. Instead, the end of the futuristic train’s line is           
across the street from the airport, at MGM Grand Hotel - ample            
distance to prevent it’s use by air travelers. The taxi cartel is also             
well known in Vegas for shaking down strip clubs – charging a            
per-head fee for every patron brought, by taxi, to a club. The            
shakedown is so noxious that clubs find it more profitable to           
maintain fleets of complimentary limousines and party buses than         
to pay off the cab drivers. The Uber representatives were meeting           
with Breslow to see where the state itself stood on the company’s            
planned entry into Sin City. 
  
Breslow told the representatives that they could either apply with          
the Nevada Transportation Authority as a common carrier (like a          
limousine company) or they could register with the        
aforementioned Taxicab Authority as a taxicab company. The        
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representatives thanked Breslow for his time and walked out of          
the office. Two days later, Breslow, a registered Uber user          
himself, received an email – sent to all registered Uber users in            
Nevada – with the subject line “Your Uber is arriving now, Las            
Vegas!” 
  
Uber’s legal department, after reviewing Nevada’s laws, had        
ascertained that Uber, as a ride-sharing company, was not         
required to be regulated as either a limousine or taxicab          
company. They turned on their app and drivers hit the Las Vegas            
Strip. The Taxicab Authority hit back. Masked Authority agents in          
unmarked SUVs, armed with assault rifles, used Uber’s app to tail           
suspected drivers. When the drivers stopped at the passenger’s         
destination, the agents swarmed from their cars, like movie         
terrorists with a neon backdrop. Drivers were arrested. Cars were          
impounded. A Nevada judge issued a preliminary injunction        
banning Uber from Nevada. 
  
Instead of fighting a protracted battle in the courts, Uber sent a            
battle-tested team of lobbyists into Southern Nevada and began         
to fight in the court of public opinion. Suddenly there were political            
fundraisers for Nevada politicians, hosted by Uber, being thrown         
in hip Downtown Las Vegas. Twitter and Facebook ads filled          
Nevadans’ news feeds. By the summer of 2015, just months after           
that meeting in Breslow’s office, Uber had secured enough         
legislative votes to begin service again in Las Vegas. Their only           
concession, a new 3% excise tax levied against all cars for hire –             
including taxis. Not only did the taxicab cartel lose market share           
to Uber’s grey market tactics, but Uber convinced the state to           
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punish the cartel for fighting by stealing 3% more of its revenue.            
The goonish tactics of the corrupt state agencies swayed public          
opinion toward Uber and the grey market. 
  

The other business is Information. The Internet explosion        
has led the American State — for now, at any rate — to             
throw up its tentacles at regulation of the Information         
industry. Every legislative session, however, brings new       
attempts to tax and control the [Internet]. But consider this          
well: should the Counter-Economy lick the information       
problem, it would virtually eliminate the risk it incurs under          
the State's threat. That is, if you can advertise your products,           
reach your consumers and accept payment (a form of         
information), all outside the detection capabilities of the        
State, what enforcement of control would be left? 

  
Samuel Edward Konkin III, An Agorist Primer 

  
Uber arrived in Austin, Texas in 2014. Unlike Las Vegas and New            
York City, Austin didn’t have a highly established taxi industry.          
However, the growing tourist base (mainly attendees of the         
SXSW and Austin City Limits music festivals) created a demand          
for more readily accessible transportation. Uber filled the void         
perfectly. Austin is a young, tech-savvy town that took to Uber like            
a duck to water. The Uber drivers I have had in Austin have been              
some of the most pleasant of any with whom I’ve ridden.           
But…statists gonna state. 
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Allegations of sexual assault by drivers and (of course) lobbying          
by cab companies became the impetus for the city fathers to           
demand that Uber fingerprint all their drivers (just like the taxi           
drivers). Uber balked at this suggestion and raised the stakes in           
the gunfight. Uber funded a referendum. Were Uber to win the           
vote, the company would be forever exempt from fingerprinting         
requirements. Uber played the state’s game…and Uber lost.        
Austin voters did not grant the exemption. As a result, Uber (and            
competitor Lyft) pulled up stakes and left Austin for good. In their            
wake, they left 10,000 unemployed drivers and even more riders          
without wheels. 
  
The vacuum created by the Uber departure, combined with         
Austin’s peculiar culture, gave birth to a fateful experiment. In a           
Facebook group called Arcade City, individual drivers and riders         
began arranging rides privately. Riders would make a request in a           
post, drivers would reply with a specially formatted driver bio          
(called a “collage”), and the rider would pick the driver they           
wanted by sending a private message. Soon, thousands of rides –           
and quite a bit of press – were being generated. 
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This grey market activity attracted the curiosity of a team of           
software developers working in the cryptocurrency Blockchain       
space. The developers saw an opportunity to combine Uber with          
Bitcoin, creating a completely “unregulatable” platform for       
ride-sharing (or house sharing, or “anything-sharing”) where the        
Blockchain handled both payment and reputation management.       
Stark differences in vision between the original Austin community         
and the developers saw a fracturing of the project. The Austin           
ride-share group has kept the Arcade City name and has          
launched an app that moves the functionality off of Facebook and           
onto their own platform. The developers started Swarm City         
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(named after the term for the nodes on their network – “the            
swarm”) and have been slowly rolling out their platform. Both          
projects embrace the grey market ethos and provide virtually no          
handhold for regulatory authorities. By trying to overregulate        
Uber, Austin created a hydra-like, unregulatable replacement. 
  
Konkin’s vision of Agorism is not a prescription for ideological          
action. It is, instead, a description of the world in which we live.             
The Counter-Economy is growing stronger every day as        
technology makes the State obsolete. Every attempt by the State          
to overregulate creates a niche for creative entrepreneurs to avoid          
that regulation. Soon, a point of critical mass will be reached. 
  

A free society is the goal of many people, not all of them             
agorists or even libertarians. Agorists can see nothing but a          
free market in a free society; after all, who or what will            
prevent it? 

  
Samuel Edward Konkin III, An Agorist Primer 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
  
Growing Food For Health And Profit In Your Backyard 
  

 
 
By Brian Berletic 
  
There are many reasons people get involved in growing food,          
ranging from the ideological, to the economic, to simply wanting to           
grow their own, healthy food for themselves and their families. It is            
also something almost anyone can get into. 
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In fact, so many people are already getting into localized, organic           
food production, it is having a tangible impact on established          
agricultural monopolies. The organic food industry continues to        
grow, and big-ag monopolies continue to suffer a death of a           
thousand cuts. 
  
In terms of health, it is obvious that food grown locally without            
pesticides or herbicides is healthier for not only the consumers,          
but also the farmers growing the produce. The advantage of          
organic fertilizer vs chemical fertilizer is also fairly obvious,         
sparing communities and their water supplies chemical runoff        
during irrigation and rain storms. 
  
The organic food movement is the embodiment of applying         
practical solutions to a sociopolitical and economic problem.        
Despite big-ag’s vast resources and admitted advantage in power         
and influence across legislative and regulatory bodies, it cannot         
compete against the organic movement in terms of quality,         
proximity, community, and above all the economic self-sufficiency        
and prosperity that drives many modern organic farmers. 
  
One of those farmers is Curtis Stone who owns and operates           
Canada-based Green City Acres. 
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On his website, he describes Green City Acres as: 
  

...a farm with a vision. In 2012, we grew over 50,000 lbs of 
food on less than an acre of land, using 100% natural, 
organic methods and only 80 litres of gasoline. Every year 
we strive to revolutionize how we farm in order to reshape 
our local food system to be more environmentally 
sustainable and socially responsible. Follow our journey, as 
we try to change the world one seed at a time. 

  
That not only sounds impressive, but Curtis assures audiences at          
talks he gives, workshops he conducts, and through consulting he          
does, that it is also something anyone else can do. 
  
Curtis admits he began at absolutely zero. He had no formal           
training or education in agriculture and simply leaped into the          
process in a sink-or-swim moment. The difficult lessons he         
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learned in his first several years he now shares freely on his            
YouTube channel. 
  
Getting Started 
  
Above all else, his most important advice is to just start doing            
something, no matter how small and seemingly insignificant, and         
build on that. 
  
In one video titled, “How To Transition Your Career to Full Time            
Farmer,” he explains how people can maintain their current jobs,          
and incrementally commit to a market garden that produces extra          
money on the weekends at farmers markets. With appropriate         
time management, over time, that market garden will continue to          
expand until that extra money becomes enough to live on and           
even thrive. 
  
Where to Grow? 
  
Productive farms can be started almost anywhere. Curtis Stone’s         
farm in Canada consists of lawns and lots scattered across his           
local community. With proper preparation, which he explains in         
detail, dead lawns can be transformed into productive farms. The          
techniques he describes in preparing lawns for farming can easily          
be applied in more rural settings. 
  
What Tools Do You Need? 
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While experimentation in the beginning with a small garden could           
be done with pretty much any tools on hand, professional local           
farming does require somewhat professional equipment. 
 

 
  
Walk-in refrigerators are essential in preserving the freshness of         
your produce before it reaches the market. Without refrigeration,         
produce quickly wilts and large losses can be expected as food           
quickly spoils. 
  
Luckily, used units can be purchased, and by using temperature          
controllers like the CoolBot, old air conditioning units which are          
generally cheaper and easier to repair can stand in for more           
expensive commercial condensers. 
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As a farm grows in size, the time spent harvesting will increase            
with it. With a greens harvester, time spent harvesting can be           
slashed significantly and the need for extra labor can be avoided. 
  
Automated irrigation such as drip lines put on timers also helps           
keep crop production reliable and consistent. 
  
Working the soil on an increasingly expanding farm may require a           
push tiller. These can be rented at first or used within a            
cooperative before committing to paying the full price for tiller of           
your own. Seeding tools are machines that evenly place seeds          
into the ground, in rows, eliminating the need to do this by hand. It              
is not only an important time-saving device, it is also critical for            
consistent rows and, thus, consistent crop production. 
  
Post-harvesting requires cleaning and packing stations. Much of        
the equipment Curtis has used for years is homemade and          
improvised, keeping down costs but also allowing for        
customization to fit his specific needs. 
  
Where to Sell Your Produce? 
 
Farmers markets are the most obvious venues to get started at.           
However, finding out what sells, what there may be too much of,            
and where opportunities to fill a niche may be requires a little            
research. Luckily, this research can be done by simply attending          
your local farmers market several times to get a feel for what is             
happening there. 
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Beyond farmers markets, and when you are confident in your          
ability to reliably produce specific amounts of specific crops, you          
can approach local restaurants, juice bars, or even food stands          
that require fresh produce and begin selling directly to them.          
Curtis Stone provides a video on this aspect, too, explaining in           
detail on how to approach restaurants to sell your produce. 
  
There is also the prospect of engaging in community supported          
agriculture (CSA) in which people buy a subscription upfront to          
receive a certain amount of fresh produce at regular intervals          
during a specific growing season or seasons. There are many          
advantages and disadvantages to this business model. 
  
It requires a wide variety of crops which might complicate          
production and use up more time. In an urban setting where           
space is at a premium, that variety may include low-value crops           
that take up large amounts of room. Focusing on growing just a            
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handful of high-value crops and selling them directly to         
restaurants or at the farmers market may simply make more          
economic sense. 
  
Other Opportunities and Considerations 
  
Once you begin growing your own food and making a consistent           
profit from it, other opportunities may present themselves. For         
Curtis Stone, those seeking his advice have been willing to pay           
for books, access to workshops he conducts, and even personal          
consulting services. 
  
While it may seem counter-intuitive to help other farmers enter          
into organic food production, it is precisely this decentralized         
approach where a multitude of farmers cooperating and        
competing at a local level are eroding the dangerously centralized          
power of big-ag monopolies. The decentralized nature of this         
growing community makes it more difficult to regulate and police          
local food production, allowing market mechanisms to regulate it         
on its own. It also presents a viable model of “distributed wealth,”            
not through government programs but through localized       
entrepreneurship. 
  
And for Curtis Stone and other notable organic farmers like him,           
by building up and taking care of communities through sharing          
their knowledge and experience, they now have communities that         
take care of them through constant support financially and         
morally, as well as opportunities and a pool of human resources           
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capable of collaborating to overcome collective problems they        
face together. 
  
This distributed network of food production also features another         
interesting aspect. By food production being localized and        
distributed, food security is greatly enhanced. Not only is such a           
distributed network more resilient to natural disasters and        
uncooperative weather, it is also more resilient to market         
fluctuations. Centralized markets suffer from government policies,       
speculation, market manipulation, bubbles, and other factors that        
the sheer size of the market cannot adjust to quickly enough. With            
a distributed network of food production with individuals selling         
directly to their customers locally and to adjacent communities,         
responses to natural and economic shifts can be made quicker          
and more accurately. The number of producers and consumers         
affected by the bad judgment or mistakes of one farm is           
minimized in a decentralized market. 
  
Where to Start? 
  
Before doing anything, do some research online to find organic          
farm networks in your local community. Visit your local farmers          
market and get to know both the farmers and the buyers there.            
Get to know any local restaurants in your community and ask           
them where they source their produce. 
  
Organic farmers usually have a presence online. Connect with         
them and see if they share their stories, knowledge, and          
experience like Curtis Stone does. They may offer workshops and          
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other opportunities such as internships to learn about organic         
farming allowing you to get a feel for how a professional local            
farm operates. 
  
While many people seek political solutions like voting and         
protesting to solve various problems, growing food is a powerful          
way to actually make a real difference. Not only are you providing            
yourself and your community with food security, you are creating          
economic activity locally that keeps the flow of wealth produced          
by your community from being drained away by highly centralized          
monopolies. 
  
So the next time you stumble across an article about Monsanto           
bullying farmers or hear a news story about Bayer lining          
regulatory committees with former employees, don’t grab a        
placard, grab a shovel. That row of vegetables you grow and sell            
this season will be money in your pocket instead of big-ag’s, and            
healthy food in your neighbor's stomach instead of        
poison-soaked, genetically modified crops from fields afar. 
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WEALTH 
  
Stackers Guide To Buying Silver Online: An In-Depth 
Comparison Of Top Dealers 
  

The fundamental nature of the modern American economy is as          
far from sound money principles as it could possibly be. We have            
a dollar that has been eroded by The Federal Reserve since the            
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day in 1913 when it was formed, a hidden tax called inflation,            
banking scams revealed to us almost daily, a debt that is literally            
an astronomical amount, and even the manipulation of the         
precious metals market. 
 
Believe it or not, this is good news. 
 
The central banking cartel that has orchestrated this system has          
made their manipulation so egregious and so obvious that they          
are even turning on one another - and it’s making mainstream           
news. This exposure has awoken an exponential number of         
people to the fact that those we have charged with enabling the            
conditions for our prosperity are, at best, terrible money         
managers; and, at worst, they are outright thieves.  
 
Meanwhile, a new American president has given mixed signals         
about whether or not true investigations will be forthcoming, not          
only of megabank malfeasance, but also an audit of The Federal           
Reserve. So far, we have heard more about increased military          
expenditures, a massive wall project, and various       
multi-billion-dollar infrastructure programs that, even if one lends        
their support to any and all, must result in more money printing by             
a massively indebted nation. 
 
It cannot be mere coincidence, then, that amid this climate we are            
witnessing the greatest state resistance to federal management        
that we have seen in our lifetimes. It is a resistance that is not              
petitioning for a redress of grievances, but one which is spurred           
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on by the true nature of a Counter Market – render the existing             
failed paradigm completely irrelevant. 
 
The support for sound money – as enshrined in the Constitution -            
is central to rebuilding from the ground up. More than 20 states            
have now demonstrated that they are willing to lead the way           
toward a restoration of freedom and prosperity for their citizens by           
refuting the federal system and re-establishing their       
independence from central banking. 
 
Lawmakers are rewriting tax codes, redefining gold and silver as          
legal tender, establishing state depositories, forming precious       
metals-based investment funds, and even enabling pensions to        
hold metals as part of their portfolio. 
 
The removal of market manipulation, and the implementation of a          
monetary ecosystem based on precious metals will likely create         
conditions where gold and silver are no longer merely a hedge           
against something, but will become an essential part of increasing          
one’s wealth and security on an unimagined scale in modern          
times. 
 
With a new flood of people moving into precious metals, we feel it             
is a perfect time to outline the very best among the many            
purveyors of metals one might encounter while online. We have          
identified the key areas every metals buyer should seek in the           
pursuit of the best service, choice, quality and price. You will also            
find a useful price grid that offers a graphic representation which           
can be printed as a quick reference guide. 
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Disclaimer: Prices and policies are subject to change without         
notice. Please always visit each website to confirm the         
information contained in this guide prior to making a purchase.          
Companies are listed in random order. 

 

 

Reputation: 17 years in business. Corporation. Mr. Michael Yaffe         
President. BBB Accreditation since 2006. Rating: A+. 5-star rating         
from National Inflation Association. Recipient of NIA Best Bullion         
Award 2010. Member of the Industry Council for Tangible Assets.          
Active member of the Certified Coin Exchange, Coin Net, and the           
American Numismatic Association. Authorized distributor for      
major mints. Community outreach and charity programs. 

Product Selection: Silver, gold, platinum, copper, rhodium,       
numismatics, certificates, paper money, coin supplies, metal       
detectors, precious metals IRA. 

Payment Options: Amex, Visa/MC, Discover, Bank Wires,       
personal checks, business checks, cashier’s checks and money        
orders. 

Shipping: Fully insured, international orders accepted via bank        
transfer only. 

Return Policy: View detailed policy info here. 

Overview: Comprehensive website with populated categories,      
free research tools, clear policy information, transparency and        
ease of contact. Policies include no-pressure sales, no cold calls,          
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no-spam, and no hidden fees or commissions. Special features         
include no minimum order, 24/7 ordering, guest checkout, daily         
deals, exclusives, market news desk, charts, blog, video reports,         
infographics, price comparison tool, secure vault storage, and        
special events. 

Website/Contact Info: http://www.gainesvillecoins.com/ 

Tel: (813) 482-9300 
17860 N. US Hwy 41 
Lutz, FL 33549 
 

 

Reputation: 8 years in business. Limited Liability Company. Mr.         
Clint Siegner, Owner; Mr. Mike Gleason, Owner. BBB        
Accreditation since March, 2011. Rating: A+. $120 million in         
annual sales. Named precious metals "Dealer of the Year" by          
industry ratings group Bullion Directory. Privacy policy here. 

Product Selection: Silver, gold, platinum, palladium, rhodium,       
copper, pre-made portfolios, precious metals IRA, books, storage        
equipment, security products, investment diamonds, survival      
goods, and more. 

Payment Options: 7-minute price lock. Discover, Amex, Visa/MC,        
money order, personal check, bank wire, Bitcoin. 

Shipping Options: United States only. Free shipping on orders         
$1,000 or more. 

Return Policy: Not stated on website. 
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Overview: Comprehensive products list includes everything from       
standard precious metals, to unique gift offerings, pre-made        
metals portfolios and prepper gear. Some gaps in policy         
information on website, limited FAQ section, but many routes for          
personal contact. Special features include daily specials, 24/7        
online ordering, free consultation, live chat, guest checkout, blog,         
news and podcasts, charts and live market info, infographics,         
mailing list free buyer’s guide with updates and special offerings,          
affiliate program, referral program including free silver, “Sell to Us”          
3-step program for selling your holdings to Money Metals here. 

Website/Contact Info: https://www.moneymetals.com/ 

Tel: (800) 800-1865 

PO Box 2599 

Eagle, ID 83616-9120 

 

 

Reputation: 40 years in business. Corporation. Not BBB        
Accredited. One of the most recognizable names in precious         
metals. Website receives hundreds of thousands of daily viewers.         
Kitco News is featured on or syndicated by many leading          
business websites including Forbes.com, Nasdaq.com and      
Globeandmail.com. Privacy policy here. 

Product Selection: Gold, silver, platinum, rhodium, palladium,       
collectibles, jewelry, and accessories. 

Payment Options: Bank wire, cash, cleared funds on a Kitco          
account, personal or business check, certified check, cashier's        
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check, teller’s or official check, bank draft, money order issued by           
bank. Read full policy and limit/fee information here. 

Shipping Options: U.S. and international shipping available. $30        
standard shipping fee in U.S. and Canada, $135 minimum fee on           
international orders. Full details available here. 

Return Policy: Return or exchange by calling customer service         
within 3 business days of receiving products. See details here. 

Overview: Excellent market overview, tools and news information,        
long-standing global company with a best-in-class reputation.       
Extremely detailed online description of policies, fees, and        
customer service questions. No credit card policy might be a          
negative for some. Special features include bulk discounts,        
storage services, free mobile and desktop apps, gold forum,         
comprehensive multi-media news coverage including mining info,       
jeweler resources, advertising program. Career page can be        
found here. 

Website/Contact Info: http://www.kitco.com/ 

Tel: (877) 775-4826 

64 Lake St, Ste 101 

Rouses Point, NY 12979-1028 

 

 

Reputation: 15 years in business. Corporation. Representatives:       
Katy Miller, Sales; Mr. Sean Reynolds, Customer Service. BBB         
Accreditation since 2004. Rating: A+. Ranked #42 with Internet         
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Retailer® Top 500 Guide by internetretailer.com, ranked #1        
among specialty e-retailers in North America. 

Product Selection: Precious metals IRA, gold, silver, platinum,        
palladium. Bullion, rare coins, paper currency, jewelry, books,        
storage supplies. 

Payment Options: Price lock-in at checkout. Visa/MC, PayPal,        
bank wire, eCheck, personal check. 4% discount off list/retail         
price to customers if paid by check, eCheck, bank wire, or trade            
(with applicable payment method). 

Shipping: C.C. or bank wires ship within 1 business day of           
payment clearing. Free shipping on domestic orders of $99 or          
more; $9.95 shipping on domestic orders less than $99.         
International shipping available to 33 countries, see list here.         
International shipments have a $250.00 minimum on credit card         
purchases and a $1,500.00 minimum when purchasing by bank         
wire. 

Return Policy: Refund, return and/or exchange on all sales         
including bullion and certified coins. Right of return limited to 14           
days from date on which customer receives items. Please read          
full return and exchange policy here. 

Overview: Comprehensive website with top-level options and       
products with 24/7 ordering. Special features include guest        
checkout available without full registration. No minimum order.        
Deals page. Offers a club rewards program for frequent buyers,          
market reports, portfolio management tool, product reviews, alert        
function for members to receive text or e-mail when products you           
seek become available, price alert when product hits your price          
point, live chat. 

Website/Contact Info: http://www.apmex.com/ 
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Tel: (800) 375-9006 

226 Dean A Mcgee Ave 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102-3413 

 

 

Reputation: 5 years in bullion business, part of Silver Doctors          
founded one year earlier in 2011. LLC. CEO Tyler Wall. BBB            
Accreditation since 2014. Rating: A+. Verified merchant of        
Authorize.Net. Read privacy policy here. 

Product Selection: Gold, silver, platinum, copper, palladium,       
commemorative coins, coin supplies and accessories, safes and        
vaults, ammunition, survival food, water filters, and natural        
medicine. 

Payment Options: Bank wire, personal check, cashier’s check,        
postal money order, credit/debit cards (Discover, Visa, MC). 3%         
cash discount (does not apply on credit card purchases). Full          
payment policy here. 

Shipping: All orders shipped fully insured via USPS, UPS, and          
FedEx at the discretion of SD Bullion unless otherwise stated on           
the website. Current shipping special of $7.77 on all U.S.          
domestic orders, any size. 

Return Policy: Customer has 3 days after receipt of shipment to           
notify customer service via telephone. Item must be in original          
packaging and in 100% original condition. All returned items will          
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be subject to the customer paying market loss based on SD           
Bullion’s sole discretion. Read full policy here. 

Overview: Simple, easy-to-navigate, concise website. Special      
features include live chat, market charts, weekly silver giveaway,         
gold and silver storage, mailing list, news and podcast via          
SilverDoctors.com, membership benefits, seller affiliate program. 

Website/Contact Info: https://sdbullion.com/ 

Tel: (800)-294-8732 

Ottawa Lake, MI 49267 

  

 

Reputation: 9 years in business. Family owned and operated. Mr.          
Parker Vogt, Service Manager; Ms. Michelle Vogt, Administrator.        
BBB Accreditation since 2012. Rating: A+. 

Product Selection: Gold, silver, and platinum bullion. Numismatic        
categories offered, but currently no products appear on web page,          
U.S. and foreign paper products, also no listings on web page.           
Specials area (under construction). 

Payment Details: Price-lock and protection upon contract       
issuance. Cash, check, wire transfer, and cashier's check, no         
credit cards accepted. Payment held for minimum of 5 days,          
except for wire transfers. 
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Shipping: U.S. only (except Minnesota), USPS Registered &        
Insured Mail on all deliveries. Customer has no liability for lost           
shipments; replacement sent at no cost. 3-5 days upon release. 

Return Policy: Not noted on website. 

Overview: Employs traders, not commissioned salesman.      
No-cold-call policy or selling of customer lists to outside parties.          
Their website needs updating, however: empty categories, areas        
under construction and a mention of Ron Paul supporting the          
company, but that links to a video which has been removed. No            
online purchasing options is a definite weak point. Some of their           
better special features include in-house inventory, same-day       
shipping on in-stock items, guaranteed buyback, purchase all        
bullion, collectible coins and currency, stamps and memorabilia        
(payable by check). 

Website/Contact Info: https://www.caminocompany.com/ 

Tel: (800) 348-8001 
1301 Broadway Ave  
Burlingame, CA 94010  
 

 

Reputation: 6 years in business. Corporation. Tom Fougerousse,        
VP of Operations; Mr. Michael Wittmeyer, CEO. BBB        
Accreditation since July, 2014. Rating: A+. #40 in Inc magazine's          
2016 rankings of the fastest-growing privately held companies in         
the United States. Ranked #1 in the Dallas Business Journal's          
annual rankings of the fastest-growing Mid-Market companies in        
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Northern Texas. Ranked #1 in SMU's annual rankings of the          
fastest-growing privately held companies in Northern Texas. Won        
the Bronze Stevie Award for Customer Service Department of the          
Year 2016. Over 1 million orders shipped. Read privacy policy          
here. 

Product Selection: Gold, silver, platinum, copper, precious metals        
IRA, bars, rounds, and coins. 

Payment Options: 10-minute price lock at checkout. Visa/MC        
credit and debit, PayPal, Bitcoin, paper check, money order,         
cashier’s check, bank wire. Click here for full details about          
minimums and maximums. 

Shipping: USPS and UPS. United States only, including military         
and P.O. boxes. Free shipping and insurance, speed upgrades         
available. Read full policy here. 

Return Policy: Must contact support team within 5 business days          
of the delivery date. Full policy here. 

Overview: Very clear, well-organized website. Special features       
include free shipping on all orders ($100 minimum on all orders)           
guest checkout, live chat, mailing list exclusive sales and         
promotions, live spot prices, charts, price alerts, storage, blog,         
investing guide, collectible coin prices. Careers page can be         
found here. 

Website/Contact Info:  https://www.jmbullion.com/ 

Tel: (800) 276-6508 

11700 Preston Rd STE 660153 

Dallas, TX 75230-6112 
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Price Comparison 

Coin 
Gainsville  

Coin 
Money  
Metals Kitco APMEX SDBullion 

Camino 
Coin JMBullion 

1oz. Gold Eagle (BU) 1315 1327 1320 1326 1309 1313 1325 

1oz. Gold Maple (BU) 1298 1306 1297 1302 1292 1295 1308 

1oz. Silver Eagle (BU) 21.39 21.67 20.67 20.80 19.92 20.9 21.86 

1oz. Silver Maple (BU) 20.49 21.02 21.12 21.2 21.32 20.4 21.11 

Junk Silver - $100 bag 1429 1411 1456 1451 1379 1335 1453 

  

Based on spot price 3/28/17 12:55pm EST 

Gold: $1254.80 

Silver: $18.22 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
  

 
Over the past month we’ve seen Bitcoin climb to a new record            
high. The crypto currency hit about $1270 in early March, and           
stayed in the $1200 range for almost 3 weeks. Around March 20,            
the price declined to the $1K range. Since then BTC has drifted            
higher to the $1100 range where it remains today. 
  
There are a couple of different reasons cited for the recent decline            
in price. One is the SEC’s denial of the Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust            
ETF. This Exchange Traded Fund was anticipated to bring easy          
bitcoin access to the public stock market. This would have          
allowed investors and professional money managers to gain        
exposure to bitcoin, without the need to setup a wallet. In addition            
it would have provided simple liquidity to convert USD to BTC just            
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like buying any stock. Many experts were predicting bitcoin would          
double in price had this ETF been approved, but with the SEC            
denial we instead saw the sell off in late March. 
  
The SEC stated the price of Bitcoin is still too vulnerable to            
manipulation for it to be certified as a publicly traded ETF. There            
are currently two other bitcoin ETF applications in front of the           
SEC, but with the recent denial of the Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust,           
expectations for approval are very slim. 
  
In addition to the SEC denials, there is also an internal debate            
going on within the BTC community. Some developers want to          
change the Bitcoin protocol and speed up the crypto currency’s          
transaction time, they want to rename the currency Bitcoin         
Unlimited (BTU). 
  
The other group within the community does not want to change           
anything, and claims that increased transaction speed could        
concentrate the power of the Bitcoin network among a small          
group of people who can afford more expensive machines that          
can process the data quicker than the typical user can. These           
developers want to leave Bitcoin alone, and have started referring          
to BTC as Bitcoin Core. 
  
The Argument for BTU is that if Bitcoin transactions aren’t sped           
up, that the cryptocurrency will get overtaken by a smaller alt coin            
that runs faster and can scale easier. The debate is still ongoing,            
and there is a possibility of a Bitcoin split, where we’d end up with              
2 cryptocurrencies, BTC and BTU. No one knows if this will           
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happen or not, but if you hold any Bitcoin you should be prepared             
for it. 
  
What to do 
  
If Bitcoin splits you’d receive equal amounts of BTC and BTU, and            
price volatility would definitely exist in both as speculators decide          
which one to back. We recommend you keep equal exposure to           
both versions of bitcoin, as only time will tell which version will            
come out ahead. 
  
If you have your bitcoin stored in Coinbase, you may want to            
remove them to another wallet. Jaxx is a completely anonymous          
simple to use wallet, and can be installed on any device. 
  
Coinbase has stated they will not support the BTU coin, so if the             
split goes through, and your BTC is held on a coinbase wallet,            
you will not receive your BTU coins. This can be looked at as a              
2-1 split, except you don’t get your additional coins if your wallet is             
on Coinbase. If your wallet is on Jaxx on the other hand, you will              
receive your new BTU coins. 
  
Coinbase has also said they may suspend BTC trading if this fork            
happens, so it’s important to move your BTC to Jaxx sooner           
rather than later. If this fork occurs, your BTC may be stuck in             
Coinbase until trading resumes. 
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Silver Update 
 

 
 
Silver continues to be a strong performer this year. We saw the            
first meaningful pullback in the metal the first half of March, as it             
declined in price from $18.50 to about $17. The dip was met with             
heavy buying volume, and the price quickly recovered back to the           
$18.25 range by the end of the month. 
  
We expect both gold and silver to continue performing well this           
year, with silver being the more volatile of the precious metals.           
Relative to gold, silver is historically undervalued at the current          
price level. Going back over the past 30+ years, the gold to silver             
multiple has fluctuated between 50 and 80. The current multiple is           
$1249 (1 ounce of gold) divided by $18.23 (1 ounce of silver). The             
result is 68.5, meaning it takes that many ounces of silver to buy             
one ounce of gold. When it takes 50 ounces of silver to buy an              
ounce of gold, gold is cheap and should be favored over silver.            
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When it takes 80 ounces of silver to buy that same ounce of gold,              
then silver is the undervalued metal. With the current multiple of           
68.5, we’re on the end of silver being undervalued. 
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SNEAK PEEK at ISSUE 3 (May 5th) 
  
TRENDS & FORECASTING 
What Careers Are Safe From Automation and the Robot         
Takeover? 
  
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
You're In The Content Business No Matter What Industry You're          
In 
  
SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Best Affordable Alternative Energy Options for Single Family        
Homes 
  
WEALTH 
How To Prioritize Your Off-Grid Investments Based On Your         
Level of Savings 
  
BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
  
  
Not a member yet? 
  

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 
  
This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The information 
contained here is for educational and entertainment purposes only. If you 
are considering a significant investment into any assets or strategies 
mentioned here, it is best to consult a licensed professional. No links 
will contain affiliates that make costs higher for subscr 
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